Yeast One-Hybrid Services Core’s approach for authorships/collaborations for
publications
The purpose of the Yeast One-Hybrid (Y1H) Services Core facility is to carry out highthroughput mating-based yeast assays to screen for protein (transcription factor) - DNA
(promoter or regulatory region) interactions. The Core currently provides a screening service
between promoters and collections of Arabidopsis, maize, and sorghum transcription
factors. Each screening takes months of research and requires special technical expertise.
Furthermore, we have developed expertise in this field of research and established the inhouse transcription factor collections over many years of hard work (using our own lab
research grant money and start-up).
This service was initially developed due to the request for collaboration from the plant biology
community internationally. In the beginning, over the period of several years, the Brady Lab
collaborated with these groups, but the cost of materials, service contract support for the
Singer ROTOR robot and labor became overwhelming and far beyond our research budget. To
the best of our knowledge, this Yeast One-Hybrid Services Core facility is the only such facility
in the world. Thus, instead of ceasing these collaborations, we began a service core, asking
our collaborators to cover, at-cost, these supplies and associated labor. Despite this
arrangement, we still work with our customers to design experiments, guidance on promoter
cloning and prey choice, as well as interpretation of results.
We are very excited and proud that research produced directly from this facility has been
published in multiple publications. Find a list of these manuscripts below.
In the great majority of screens we have carried out for customers, we have been included as
authors on these manuscripts. We have contributed to the writing of the manuscript, not just in
terms of methods, but also in placing results in the context of current systems biology/network
analysis literature. This has been particularly advantageous when considering common
criticisms that reviewers make when considering network manuscripts/analyses, particularly
using this methodology. Furthermore, we have been actively involved in each of these cases
with the review process for all these manuscripts by answering comments about methodology
or network analyses.
We acknowledge that there are differences in how one views authorship contribution. As a
customer you have the right to choose if you prefer to proceed independently without shared
authorship, and forego our group’s contribution in terms of writing. If you prefer to go this route,
we ask you to mention our services and the work performed in the acknowledgements of your
publications. This will support our work and ensures that we may continue to provide and
improve our services offered. Please add a sentence like this to your acknowledgements: “The
Yeast one-hybrid screening was carried out by the Yeast One-Hybrid Services Core at the UC
Davis Genome Center, at the University of California, Davis.”

However, if you feel the work and results provided were essential in bringing your manuscript
to fruition please recognize our contributions by including us as an authors. We greatly enjoy
working with our customers to place results in the context of the literature and sharing our
knowledge and ideas amassed over the last decade.
For a more detailed discussion of authorships when using a core facilities please have a look
at the ABRF Authorship Guidelines: https://abrf.org/authorship-guidelines. These are the
community standards most core facilities follow when there are questions about authorship.
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